Exhibition Proposal Guidelines
The Savannah Cultural Arts Center’s Gallery is managed by the City of Savannah’s Department of Cultural
Resources. The gallery's mission is to serve and respond to the Savannah community with exhibitions that
strengthen awareness and stimulate dialogue through artistic expression. Proposals are considered from
individuals and groups for non-degree seeking exhibitions of recent work. Artists selected to participate will
agree to show works chosen by the Exhibition Proposal Committee.

Gallery Specifications


1120 square feet



STAS Picture Hanging System that can hold up to 44lbs



Pareti Mobile Walls



Pedestals (varying dimensions)

Curriculum Vitae



CV should be typed with 8.5″ x 11″ format in no less than 10-point font. PDF
Group proposals should include all participants’ resumes and artist statements.

Exhibition Proposal Details
Statement should include a suggested title of your exhibition. Include your name, identify yourself as featured
artist or curator, specify solo or group exhibition, and, if the latter, include the names of the other artist(s).





Describe the concept or theme of the exhibition.
For artists only: Artist statement
Identify any special equipment or other requirements you may need that may become an impediment to
presenting this proposed exhibition.
The images submitted with the proposals must be of work to be considered for exhibition only.

Images



File Format: JPEG format, minimum 150 dpi.
Include artist’s name, title, medium and dimensions

Installation
All artwork must come to the SCAC fully ready to hang or display, in the manner previously agreed upon in the
exhibition proposal. Artwork not deemed presentation worthy by the Cultural Resources staff will not be
accepted for exhibition. Artists and/or Curators are required to participate in the installation of their work.

Promotion
The Cultural Resources department provides promotion for all accepted exhibitions in the form of digital
marketing. While the design of promotional material may be discussed with exhibiting artists, all final decisions
are made by Cultural Resources Director and Marketing Coordinator. The SCAC social media platform handles
are @SavannahCulture on Instagram and Twitter and @SavannahCulturalResources on Facebook.

What we provide (free of charge)


Month long exhibition



Opening reception (light refreshments provided)



Promotion on Cultural Resources social media channels

Review Process
All exhibition proposals are reviewed by the exhibition proposal committee. The Exhibition Proposal Committee
is comprised of local curators and creative professionals in the City of Savannah. Proposals are accepted on a
rolling basis and judged by the quality of work and concept, the strength of the application, and the ability to fit
into the Savannah Cultural Arts Center’s mission. Artists selected to exhibit their work will be notified by
Cultural Resources staff.

Gallery Contact: scacgallery@savannahga.gov
912-651-6783

